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that project designed and constructed. Jim Markland put the CM team
together and ARB installed the line.
Rod Lindeman set the reg station
in operation and John Hunter ran
the team that converted the entire
casino to NG from propane in one
night.

GTS is celebrating it’s 20-year
anniversary this quarter. Excuse
the cliché, but it’s hard to believe
the years have flown by so fast! We
will be celebrating with clients, employees, friends, past and present, in
After that, we landed a job as
Chico, CA where it all began in the “Owner’s Engineer” to route and
fall of 1998.
oversee the design of a new 24-inch
Of course, getting ready for the pipeline to the Rancho Seco powevent required putting the guest list er plant site. Joe Pennington was
together, going through old photos the SMUD Engineering director.
and recalling good times and past We worked with Joe through many
projects. I must admit I got melan- twists and turns to assist in getting
choly in the process. I remember the project designed permitted and
Scott working out of the house for constructed.
the first year while I worked part
Another notable project from the
time handling contracts, insurance early years was hydro-testing Line
etc. and juggling home schooling for 400 for PG&E near Fall River, CA.
3 of our four children. Our first maRead the entire article by clicking
jor project was designing a 7-mile
below.
supply line to serve the Cache Creek
Indian casino. Many thanks to Tom
Horgan and John Mikacich for having faith in our little company to get
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Around the Country
– How GTS Helps a
Client
GTS recently celebrated its 20th
Anniversary and in doing so, we reflected on some of the major challenges that GTS has helped operator clients from across the country
successfully overcome. In reflecting
on these accomplishments, a few
common themes surfaced. GTS
has senior leadership and executive
teams comprised of ex-utility professionals, each with over 20 years
of experience, which has fostered a
culture of consultants that think like
an operator and “speak gas.” This
culture has helped GTS to navigate
hurdles and recommend effective,
value-added solutions for clients.
Building upon that, GTS utilizes its
engineering and project management consultants and our ability to
quickly onboard and train new consultants to capitalize on the ability to
scale up as needed for urgent projects, something our operator clients
truly appreciate and value. Because
of our ability to “speak gas”, understand the challenges, and quickly

shift qualified resources, GTS has
supported dozens of clients across
the country by providing practical
and cost-effective solutions. Two
successful programs of note which
GTS has supported are highlighted
below:
Pipeline Hydrostatic Testing
After a particularly public, pipeline safety incident, one of our clients was mandated by their Public
Utilities Commission to perform a
litany of hydrostatic tests on in-situ
pipelines that did not have test records. The mandate required an unprecedented 100+ miles be hydrostatically tested each year, for over 7
years and counting, and the inaugural year had only 9 months remaining. GTS’s client was concerned that
the 9 months did not allow sufficient
time for adequate design, permitting
lead times, and construction which
was anticipated to last 3-4 weeks per
hydrotest. The initial critical path
item was the engineering drawings

and GTS began immediately working on a dozen projects simultaneously. We identified tasks that could
be worked in parallel and engaged
stakeholders early in the designs,
so they could proceed with permit
applications, water discharge permits, material ordering, construction preparations, etc. At the same
time, GTS led efforts to develop the
testing program procedures to gain
regulatory approval and drive the
necessary consistency and agreement on scope, and created a bulk
material order of pipe, fittings valves
and minor materials to ensure that
they would be available. A day after
the first drawings were IFC’d a construction crew was ready to cut into
the line. GTS continued to enhance
and streamline this process by creating drawing templates and test procedure templates... read the entire
article by clicking below.
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NPRM Schedule
Update
GTS Opens Office in
Phoenix, Arizona
GTS is excited to announce the
opening of a new office in Phoenix, Arizona. Our office is centrally located just north of downtown
Phoenix, within close proximity to
our natural gas utility clients. With
this new office location GTS will be
positioned to better serve growing
client demand for our services and
expand our services throughout the
Southwest region.
Opening the office in Phoenix
is an important step in fulfilling
our Mission to make communities
across the nation safer by rehabilitating aging infrastructure that fuels
the Nation with clean burning natural gas. It also provides our clients
direct access to our teams and a local presence from which GTS can
foster regional expansion.
GTS specializes in all aspects of

Since the creation of the 2011
Pipeline Safety Act, 33 of the 42
natural gas transmission and distrimandates have been completed.
bution design and engineering for
The current schedule shows for adpipelines and stations, hydrostatic
ditional changes to be published in
test engineering, MAOP validation,
March and December of 2019.
and integrity management consulting and strategic consulting services March 14th, 2019
1. MAOP Reconfirmation
to the natural gas industry.
2. Seismicity Incorporation into
For more information, please
Risk Analysis
contact Joe Medina, Vice President
3. Reporting of MAOP Pressure
of Business Development (joemeExceedances
dina@gtsinc.us), or visit us at www.
4. 6-month Extensions of IM Asgtsinc.us.
sessments with Notice
5. Expansion of IM Assessments
outside of HCAs
December 20th, 2019
1. Repair Criteria Changes
2. Safety Features on Launchers &
Receivers
3. Pipeline Inspections Following
Extreme Events
4. Updating & Bolstering of Corrosion Control
5. Codifying of MOC Process
6. IM Changes
7. Safety of Gas Gathering Pipelines
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Project Spotlight:
Mojave Desert
Pipeline Design
Engineering

Mojave Desert National Preserve
and private rights-of-way impacting
environmentally sensitive areas, city
Prior to beginning the detailed and county roads, local businesses,
design phase for any safety en- and residents.
hancement project, GTS engineers
The project scope was detercomplete detailed project scoping
mined
by GTS engineers after extento determine the most efficient enhancement scopes(s). During the sive records research and coordinascoping phase GTS engineers iden- tion with client engineers to identify
compliant and safe test pressures for
tify:
186 miles of transmission pipeline.
• Project extents
Safety enhancement mitigations will
• Outage requirements
include:
• Work bundling opportunities
• 161 miles of hydrotest
GTS is performing project scop- • Remediation of hundreds of
ing, engineering design, and project
anomalies identified by ILI prior
management for 186 miles of transto hydrostatic testing
mission pipeline rehabilitation. The • 25 miles of pipe replacement
project, starting in Needles, CA • Replacement and automation of
and ending in Littlerock, CA will
5 mainline valves
address approximately 25 miles of
GTS also cleared 2 miles of pipepipeline via replacement and an adline
the client had identified for mitditional 161 miles via hydrostatic
testing along a rugged remote ROW igation with our records research
containing 30” and 34” diameter uncovering traceable, verifiable and
pipeline. The tests and replacements complete test documentation.
traverse city, county, state, federal,
A detailed and extensive water

management plan was developed by
GTS for testing both the new, and
existing pipe. The plan accounts for
the remote and rugged ROW, significant elevation changes, lack of local
water supply, environmental constraints, and limitations of the ROW
agreements.
Approximately $400 million in
total installed costs will be spent to
complete the project. Planning efforts have been ongoing since 2016
with an anticipated completion date
of 2025. The project is currently under budget with no accidents, significant unplanned public complaints,
or impacts.
Project Highlights
• $400 MM total installed
cost
• 25 miles of replacement
• 161 miles of hydrotest
• 5 mainline valves
replaced with ASD
• 2 miles of cleared pipeline
scope
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How can we help
you?

For decades, natural gas system operators have done an excellent job of operating and maintaining their gas delivery systems to provide safe and reliable gas services in the communities they serve. Formal programs to proactively evaluate and
manage gas system risks have become increasingly important
to operators as gas pipelines and gas facilities are aging across
the nation. Operators have recognized the need to accelerate
replacement of aging infrastructure while also embracing new
approaches to operations and maintenance. GTS has extensive
experience with assisting operators in the development and implementation of programs to manage gas system risk, enhance
public safety and improve system performance. You will find
a summary of typical gas system risks and improvement areas
for gas operators by viewing our infographic on Natural Gas
Delivery Systems’ Risks by clicking below.

GTS provides engineering and
consulting services to utilities and
pipeline operators across the United
States. Below are some of our areas
of Industry leading expertise.
•

•
•
•

Rehabilitation and replacement of aging natural gas infrastructure – transmission,
distribution and facilities
MAOP Validation - Pipelines
& Stations
Hydrostatic Testing of in-situ
transmission pipelines
ILI Retrofitting of transmission pipelines and Piggability
Studies

GTS is currently providing
capabilities presentations to operators who are preparing to comply
with the NPRM requirements. Let
us know how we can help you get to
where you need to be. Please contact
us here.
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